
Service Program Team Experimental Product Decision Information

Aviation Weather Center (AWC) Experimental Impacts Terminal Aerodrome Forecast

(TAP) Board

PSCM Recommendation: Approve for transition to operational status.

Specific (ssue(s) to address: Ensure that upon operational impiementation of the AWC TAP Board all legacy TAP

board products are discontinued as planned. As long as the functionality of the items being discontinued will be met

and incorporated into the new TAP board, separate termination process is not necessary for the legacy items. However,

notice should be provided prior to discontinuing. The submitter wanted this to be implement by Sept. 29 as this is a

FY16 Milestone and has requested a waiver of the 30 days advance notice required by 10-102. With the switch from old

to new web functions, it's certainly riskier to waive the 30 day period. If all users can seamlessly adjust then waiving

should be OK.

Service Program Team: Aviation

SPTPOC: Bill Bauman.

Answer the following and include details for anv "NO" answers.

Question YES NO

Ql: Is the request Title, SCOPE, and applicability well defined in the request form? X □

Q2: Is request appropriate for the NWS? X □

Q3: Have all necessary stakeholders been engaged and are they in agreement?
AR did not provide a vote. WR voted Neutral.

X □

Q4: Based on Comments and SPT review; Is there a clear benefit to the NWS by providing this
capability?
The primary users, including the NWS National Aviation Meteorologists at the FAA Command
Center, fully support making this product operational.

X □
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Answer the following and include details for any "YES" answers.

Question No YES

Q5: Are there any potential conflicts or issues with policy which should be discussed and addressed? X □

Q6; Is there any change in working conditions or other issue requiring NWSEO review? X □

Q7: Is this request a duplicate or of such nature that it should be merged with an existing
request/requirement or capability? Or, Is something like this already being done in another region?

X □

Q8: Are there comments received by the general public or NWS "Partners" which need to be
addressed?

X □

Detail any other issues or coordination required which were not captured in the previous questions.
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Table 1: Stakeholders. Please indicate all of the SPT members, Subject Matter Experts and other stakeholders

involved in addressing this request.

Office or Organization Name For every SPT member indicate: Approve, Neutral or Not 1
approve (vLrith rationale). For other stakeholders, indicate |
role and comments as appropriate.

Mike Bettwy Originator

Aviation SPT William

Bauman- SPTTeam

Lead AFSO Vote: Approve

AFSO
IDSSCPT, Chris

Wamsley, Lead
IDSS CTP recommendation: Approve

ARH Jeffrey Osiensky Vote: Did not vote

CRH Brian Hirsch Vote: Approve

ERH Noelle Runyan Vote: Approve

PRH Charlie Woodrum Vote: Approve

SRH Paul Witsaman Vote: Approve

WRH Scott Birch Vote: Neutral

NCEP
Joshua Scheck

Clinton Wallace
Vote: Approve

NWSEO
Victor Proton

Christa Jacobs

My only concern from the NWSEO side is that AWC
Leads and Acting Leads are given proper monitoring
tools and definitive contacts for after-hours support when
that product or portion of the web page goes down, and
then be given written notification/instruction on where to
find the monitoring information.

Interagency FAA
Kevin Johnston

Rick Heuwinkel
Advisory

PSCMT

Joan Von Ahn, Lead

Wendy Levine,

COO/Policy
Mike Dion, AFSl

PSCMT Recommendation: Approve for transition

to operations. As long as the functionality of the

items being discontinued will be met and

incorporated into the new TAF board, separate

termination process is not necessary for the

legacy items. However, notice should be provided

prior to discontinuing. With the switch from old to

new web functions, it's certainly riskier to waive the 30

day period, if all users can seamlessly adjust then

waiving should be OK.
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SPT / PSCM DECISION and RECOIVIIVIENDATION

SPT Decision on this request is: Approved for Operational Implementation.

The SPT recommends that this request be: Approved by AFSO for Operational implementation (National)

ER,SR,CR,PR voted to approve. WR voted Neutral. AR did not vote.

NWSEO expressed concern that AWC Leads and Acting Leads are given proper monitoring tools and definitive contacts

for after-hours support when that product or portion of the web page goes down, and then be given written
notification/instruction on where to find the monitoring information.
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Date completed and Forwarded to AFS; 10/5/16

AFS Director Disposition: Choose an item. Date: enter date.

Not approved by AFS

Approved: Schedule MDC Meeting ^ .
Approved National Operational —^ (ju QAfCi
Approved National Experimental I
Approved Extend Comment Period M'OHl —
Approved Discontinue Experimental

Resolve Issues and come back

Eenter comments or follow up information.

/o
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Approval Memo to Transition the Experimental Aviation
Weather Center (AWC) Terminal Aerodrome Forecast

(TAF) Impacts Board to Operational Status

1. Product/Service Description.
The Aviation Weather Center (AWC) experimental Impacts Terminal Aerodrome
Forecast (TAF) Board is a time series display for airports with significant impact
on the National Airspace System (NAS) across the United States. The TAF
Boards allows the aviation community to quickly ascertain the specific weather
impacts at key airports across the United States, based on the TAF.

2. Experimental Comment/Review Period:
June 27-July 27. 2016

3. Comments/Feedback

While formal survey feedback was limited (two responses) and negative, they
were not intended users of the product and were initially confused over its
purpose. The National Aviation Meteorologists (NAMs) and Air Traffic Managers
at the Federal Aviation Administration Command Center are the primary
customers: they have been very pleased with this product and utilize it daily for
decision support and briefings. The AWC Experimental Impacts TAF Board has
also been discussed at meetings with key partners and stakeholders. The
response has been overwhelmingly positive.

RECOMMEND: The Director of the Analyze, Forecast and

Support Office approve the Experimental AWC TAF

Impacts Board for operational implementation.

APPROVED:

DISAPPROVED:

DATE: l^i^l li(f
Andrew Stern,
Analyze, Forecast and Support Office

Rev. 6/17/2015 Approval memo to transition a national new/enhanced product/service to operational
status



Request to Waive 30 days notice for transitioning an
experimental product to operational status

1. Background:

To transition an experimental product to operational status, National Weather Service
Instruction (NWSI) 10-102 requires that "Partners/users will be provided 30 days
notification prior to discontinuing an experimental product/service or converting an
experimental product/service to an operational product/service. Notification will be made
by issuing Public Infonnation Statements (including Service Change Notices [SCN] and
Technical Implementation Notices [TIN]) for the application dissemination pathways
(e.g. NOAA Port, EMWIN) through coordination with NWS Headquarters (NWSH) and
the responsible offices. This includes any product/service that is only available via a Web
page. If applicable, notification will also occur on the Web site containing the
product/service".

2. Discussion:

This waiver is requested since the operational implementation of this product was a FY16
NWS milestone. Additionally, this product has been fully developed, is stable, and is
already being used to meet operational needs and decision-making, particularly by the
core customer (meteorologists and air traffic managers at the Air Traffic Control System
Command Center).

RECOMMEND: AFSO Director approve request to waive the NWSI 10-102
requirement for 30 days advance notice to issue a Service Change Notice to
transition a product to operational status.

APPROVED:

DISAPPROVED

DATE:

Andrew Stern

Director, Analyze Forecast and Support Office


